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We study the dynamics of a qubit-resonator system, when the resonator is driven by two signals.
The interaction of the qubit with the high-amplitude driving we consider in terms of the qubit
dressed states. Interaction of the dressed qubit with the second probing signal can essentially
change the amplitude of this signal. We calculate the transmission amplitude of the probe signal
through the resonator as a function of the qubit’s energy and the driving frequency detuning. The
regions of increase and attenuation of the transmitted signal are calculated and demonstrated
graphically. We present the influence of the signal parameters on the value of the amplification, and
discuss the values of the qubit-resonator system parameters for an optimal amplification and attenuC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4942759]
ation of the weak probe signal. V
1. Introduction

Quantum optical effects with Josephson-junction-based
circuits have been intensively studied for the last decade. In
particular, such systems are interesting as two-level artificial
atoms (qubits).1–5 Quantum energy levels and quantum coherence are inherent to qubits and provide the basis for
studying fundamental quantum phenomena. It is important
to note that qubits can be controlled over a wide range of parameters1,6–12 and they have unavoidable coupling to the dissipative environment.
The ability of stimulated emission and lasing in superconductive devices has been actively studied during the last several
years both theoretically13–18 and experimentally.19–24 The
work is underway on using these phenomena as basis for a
quantum amplifier of signals near the quantum limit. This paper
was motivated by several recent publications where the amplification of the input signal was observed in systems with nanomechanical resonators,8,25 with waveguide resonators7,21,25–30
and the concept of the amplifiers was discussed.31–36
A key value of the qubit-resonator system in the experiment is the transmission coefficient of the signal through the
resonator. This transmission coefficient depends on different
parameters. The speed and direction of the energy exchange
is determined by relaxation rates. The variation of the coupling strength allows to change the width of resonance. The
change of the driving amplitude and the magnetic flux (for
flux and phase slip qubit; for charge qubit this quantity is the

applied voltage) allows to find an acceptable point on the resonance line comparative to other parameters. In the paper we
consider how the amplification and attenuation of the input
signal depend on the parameters of the system. The general
idea is to find values and there relationship for the parameters
of the system in order to make the amplification maximal.
In addition to Ref. 13 here we systematically study the
impact of such parameters as coherence time, resonator losses,
coupling and other. Also we demonstrated how temperature
influences the transmission coefficient. Besides we show the
universality of the doubly-dressed approach for two-level systems. We compare the appearance of the amplificationattenuation phenomena in both flux and phase-slip qubits.37
The paper is organized as follows Sec. 2 contains a description of the studied system which is a qubit coupled to the twomode k=2 waveguide resonator. Section 3 is devoted to the evolution of the qubit-resonator system which is described by a
Lindblad equation. We analyze the solution of the Lindblad
equation in Secs. 4 and 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. The qubit-resonator system

The studied system consists of a quantum resonator
(transmission-line resonator with the length L ¼ k/2)38 and a
two-level system, the superconducting flux qubit. The qubit
interacts with two harmonics in the resonator: first probing
signal with frequency xp close to the first harmonic of the
resonator and the second signal is a high amplitude driving
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signal with frequency xd close to the third harmonic of the
resonator. Such system is analogous to the one studied
recently experimentally in Refs. 6, 13, and 39.
The qubit located in the middle of the resonator (x ¼ 0)
is coupled only to the odd harmonics m, for which the current is defined by IðxÞ ¼ Im cos pmx=L (see Fig. 1). The
transmission-line resonator runs from L/2 to L/2. We consider the interaction of the qubit and two-mode resonator
according to doubly-dressed approach as in Ref. 13.
Hamiltonian of the system is
de
x qb
e
r z þ hdxr a† a þ hgeðae
r † þ a† e
r Þ þ np ða þ a† Þ;
2
(1)

where e
rz, e
rx, e
ry, e
r ¼ 12 e
r y Þ are the Pauli’s operators
r x  ie
f h  xp is the
in the doubly-dressed basis; de
x qb ¼ DE=
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e2 ¼
f
detuning of the doubly-dressed qubit; DE ¼ ee 2 þ D
e0 e
D
hXR is the Rabi frequency of the dressed qubit; ge ¼ g DE

e
DE
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h
Htot ¼ 

e20

2

is the renormalized coupling; DE ¼
þ D ; e0 ¼ 2Ip U0
ðUx =U0  0:5Þ where Ux is the external magnetic flux
applied to the qubit loop; Ip is the persistent current in the
qubit loop; U0 is the flux quantum; D is the energy separation between two levels at the degeneracy point e0 ¼ 0;
dxr ¼ xr  xp is the detuning of the resonator; Ad ¼ 4
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hNi
hg3 is the normalized amplitude of the driving signal,
given by the average number of photons N in resonator of
the third harmonic. The dressed bias ee and the tunneling ame are defined by the driving frequency xd and ampliplitude D
tude Ad either in the weak-driving regime, at Ad < hxd ,
e ¼ DAd =2DE;
ee ¼ DE  hxd ; D

FIG. 2. The interaction between a qubit and a resonator can be described in
frame of the dressed states, (a) a high-amplitude signal Ad interacts with a
two-level system (qubit). (b) Energy levels are modified. The qubit can be
described in terms of the dressed states, in other words we obtain a dressed
two-level system with energy distance proportional to the amplitude Ad of
the third-harmonic, (c) the dressed qubit interacts with probe signal, (d) the
amplitude of the output signal is increased or weakened.

3. Evolution of the system

One possible method to describe the evolution of an
open system is a solution of the Lindblad equation. In our
case we rewrite it in the dressed basis similar to Ref. 13 and
take into account finite temperature:40

(2)

or in the strong-driving regime, where the energy bias is
defined by the detuning from the k-photon resonance, ee !
ee ðkÞ and the renormalized tunneling amplitude is defined by
e !D
e ðkÞ as following
the oscillating Bessel function, D


ðkÞ
khxd
A d e0
ðk Þ
e
ee ¼ DE  khxd ; D ¼ D
: (3)
Jk
e0
hxd DE
In the doubly-dressed representation the Hamiltonian (1)
is written for the energy states j0i and j1i, where we omitted
constants terms; we have used the rotating-wave approximation. In Fig. 2 we explain the processes which take place in
the qubit-resonator system.
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FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the system under study: a qubit
hvk
where n1
th ¼ exp kB T  1 is the thermal photon number in
placed in a waveguide resonator. The qubit interacts with a two-mode resonator. The first signal has an amplitude nd and a frequency xp . The second
the resonator; vk is density frequency distribution for thermal
signal has an amplitude Ad and a frequency xd . A measurable (probing) sigphotons; kB is Boltzmann constant; T is thermodynamic temnal at the output has an amplitude different from the input values. jtj is transe u ½e
perature of the system; e
q is the density matrix; K
q  is the
mission amplitude.
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dressed phase relaxation of the dressed qubit; C1 and Cu are
e # ½e
the qubit relaxation and dephasing rates; K
q  is the relaxae
q  is the excitation from j1i to
tion from j0i to j1i level; K " ½e
j0i level. The analysis of the difference between the rates
e # ½e
e " ½e
q  and K
q  shows availability of the inverse population
K
in the system (Figs. 4 and 8). The equation of motion for the
expectation value of any quantum operator A:


X
dhAi
1
e i ½e
q ;
¼  h½ A; Htot i þ Tr AHtot
K
dt
h

i

np
dhai
¼ idx0r hai  ig0 he
ri  i ;
h
dt

(13)

dhe
ri
¼ ide
x 0qb he
r i  ie
g hae
r z i;
dt

(14)

 †
dhe
ri
e ;
e þ he
¼ i2e
g hae
r i  ha† e
rzi  C
ri  C
dt

the resonator. Such description offers a satisfactory explanation of the experiments with different qubits.6,39 This is demonstrated below.
4. Amplification and attenuation of the probe signal

Consider Eqs. (19)–(21) in the limit of the weak probing
r z i:
signal np . We obtain the asymptotic solution for he
he
r z i0 ¼ 

(12)

where hAi ¼ TrðAqÞ, h½A; Hi ¼ Trð½A; HqÞ, the trace is
over all eigenstates of the system; and here H is the
Hamiltonian of the system in the doubly-dressed basis Eq.
r†, e
r,
(1). For the expectation values of the operators a, a† , e
and e
r z we obtain the so-called Maxwell-Bloch equations:

(15)

e
C
:
eþ
C

e 6 ¼ ðC
e # 6C
e " Þ;
C

(16)

dx0r ¼ dxr  ij=2;

(17)

e 2:
x qb  iC
de
x 0qb ¼ de

(18)

The Eqs. (13)–(15) were solved in our previous work10 in
the small photon number limit (hni  1). In general, the system of equations is infinite, but it may be factorized
haa† i ¼ haiha† i, etc. This approximation can be used in the
limit of strong perturbation, when the average number of
photons in the system is substantially greater than unity (hni
 1). In this way, we simplify Eqs. (13)–(15):
hai ¼ 

de
x 0qb

np
;
h he
r z ie
g 2 þ de
x 0qb dx0qb

(19)

de
x 0
np
qb
;
0
h he
r z ie
g 2 þ de
x 0
qb dxr

(20)

ha† i ¼ 


e  ¼ 2i np hai  ha† i þ 2jhaiha† i:
e þ he
rzi þ C
C
h

(21)

The transmission amplitude of the signal is defined by
the formula19,40
jtj ¼

hj
jhaij:
2np

(22)

The dynamics of the two-level system coupled to a twomode quantum resonator can be described as the solution of
the Eqs. (19)–(21) in the limit of large photon numbers in

(23)

A solution can also be found in the limit of large amplitudes
of the probing signal np :
he
r z i1

e 2 þ de
j C
x qb
2
¼
;
2
e 2 ge
C

(24)

C # þe
C"
eu þ e
e2 ¼ C
where C
2 .
The Eqs. (19) and (21) were solved in the limit of large
photon numbers in the system (Ad  D). We obtain two
extremes of the transmission coefficient: amplification (the
driving signal energy is transferred to the probing signal)
and attenuation (here vice versa the probing signal energy is
pumped to the driving signal). Consider the case of full
reflection of the probing signal, jtj ¼ 0. Then Eq. (19) is
simplified

e
e
e u þ C # þ C " ¼ 0:
C
2

where

191

(25)

The left part of Eq. (25) consists of only positive functions,
which in all experimental parameters space do not come to
zero. The full reflection of the probing signal is impossible.
A major effect in studied system is inverse population.
Practically, it is the difference between excitation and relaxation processes in the dressed qubit,
e " ¼ C1 ee :
e#  C
C
DEe

(26)

The inverse population in the system arises when the relaxation C < 0 or
DE < xd :

(27)

Figure 3 is plotted for the following parameters D/h ¼
3.7 GHz, g1/2k ¼ 0.8 MHz, xr =2p ¼ 2:5 GHz, xd ¼ 3xr ,
j=2p ¼ 30 kHz, np ¼ 0.05j, xp ¼ xr , Ad =h ¼ 7 GHz. The
transmission coefficient sharp changes in the value at the
magnetic flux about e0 =h ¼ 4:7 GHz and e0 =h ¼ 8:9 GHz. In
the former case, the amplitude of the transmission signal
increases. In the latter case, the transmission signal
attenuates.
The amplification of the signal takes place in the system
when the Rabi frequency XR is close to the resonator frequency (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)). We obtain the resonant
exchange of energy between the probing signal and the
dressed states. The direction of the energy transfer is specified by the difference between dissipative rates of the states
(see Fig. 4(b)).
The analysis of Eqs. (19) and (21) demonstrates that we
can considerably effect on it by varying of the relaxation
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f ¼
Consider Eqs. (19)–(21) at the resonance point (DE
xp) when the detuning of the resonator dxr ¼ 0. Then Eqs.
(19) and (20) are simplified. We take into account that the
average of the operator he
r z i under weak probing signal is
given by Eq. (23). For small deviations ee ¼ DE  hxd the
transmission amplitude is given by the following formula
jtj ¼ 1 

FIG. 3. The normalized transmission amplitude as a function of the normalized magnetic flux e0 =h. We obtain (a) an amplification and (b) an attenuation of the input signal. The transmission coefficient strongly depends on
relaxations terms. Parameters for (a): C1 =2p ¼ 4:8, 6, 8 MHz and
Cu =2p ¼ 0:15, 2.8, 2 MHz for black, red, and green curve, respectively; parameters for (b): C1 =2p ¼ 0:8, 4.8, 6 MHz and Cu =2p ¼ 0:2, 2, 2.8 MHz
for black, red, and green curve, respectively.

coefficient and the amplitudes of the probing and driving signals. In Fig. 3 it is demonstrated how the variation of the
relaxation coefficient effects on the amplification and the
attenuation in the system. Such results were experimentally
demonstrated in papers.22–26 The Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate
impact of the coherence time on transmission amplitude.

8e20 g21ee
;
e 1j
DE2 QDC

(28)



C
C
where Q ¼ ð
n th þ 12 þ Cu1 Þ 2
n th þ 32 þ Cu1 .
The Eq. (28) allows to roughly estimate effect of the system parameters on the transmission amplitude t in the first
approximation. The nonzero temperature leads to the
decrease of the amplification. The qubit relaxation C1 and
dephasing Cu rates should be small, then we have system
with long coherent time. We can use the asymptotic of the
Bessel function in the limit of the high amplitude of the driving signal Ad:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
ðk Þ
e / k ðhxd Þ DE / p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
D
(29)
Ad e30
Ad
The transmission coefficient t is related to the driving amplitude Ad (see Eq. (28)).
Consider the impact of the coupling g1 between resonator and qubit on the transmission From Eqs. (19) and (22)
one can estimate its value for optimal amplification In particf ¼ xp we find that the
ular, at the resonance point, where DE
e 2 j. For
transmission coefficient is maximal when ge2  C
e
small deviations e , we estimate the coupling, at which the
transmission amplification is optimal,
g21



hxd
 jð3C1 þ 2Cu Þ
e0

2
:

(30)

The above estimates of the system parameters for optimal amplification can be useful for both qualitative theoretical analysis and for analyzing respective experimental
results.

5. Amplification with phase-slip qubit

We consider in this section the situation, where there is
a so-called phase-slip qubit coupled to the transmission-line
resonator. Our aim is to clarify similarities and distinctions
from the previously considered case, where we had a flux
qubit coupled to the resonator.
The coherent quantum phase slip has been discussed theoretically in Refs. 37 and 41, and demonstrated experimentally in Ref. 39. It describes a phenomenon exactly dual to
the Josephson effect; whereas the latter is a coherent transfer
of charges between superconducting leads, the former is a
coherent transfer of vortices or fluxes across a superconducting wire. The similar behavior of the coherent quantum
phase slip to Josephson junction allows to consider it as a
part of the qubit-resonator system. The quantum phase slip
process is characterized by the Josephson energy Es, which
couples the flux states, resulting in the Hamiltonian, Refs. 37
and 41

FIG. 4. A schematic of the processes in the doubly-dressed system, (a) the
f of the dressed qubit. The
black solid line is the Rabi frequency XR ¼ DE=h
blue dashed line is the resonator frequency xr . In the points of the intersection, denoted by A and B, the dressed system and the resonator exchange the
energy. The dressed system influences on the passed signal. The output signal increases or decreases. The type of the process depends on the populae # is
tion of the energy states (see (b) and (c)). If the relaxation down C
e " , it will be an amplification of the transmitted
smaller than the excitation C
e  < 0, point A1). When the opposite situation is realized
signal (C
e  > 0Þ, it will be an attenuation, (b) the difference between relaxations
ðC
from level j0i to level j1i and from level j1i to level j0i. According to this
graphics, we expect an inverse population in the system, (c) transmission
amplitude as a function of the magnetic flux e0 .
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FIG. 5. Normalized transmission amplitude as a function of the resonator
detuning. The dash-dot line and the solid line are plotted for
Ad =h ¼ 35 GHz, and the dash line is plotted for Ad =h ¼ 0. The parameters
of the system are same as for Fig. 3. The relaxations rates are
C1 =2p ¼ 0 MHz, Cu =2p ¼ 4:8 MHz. The dash-dot and dash lines are plotted for T ¼ 0 K, the solid line is plotted for T ¼ 0.1 K.
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1
H ¼  Es ðjN þ 1ihNj þ jNihN þ 1jÞ þ EN jNihNj;
2

(31)

which is dual to the Hamiltonian of a superconducting island
connected to a reservoir through a Josephson junction; N is
the number of the fluxes in the narrow superconducting wire,
EN ¼ ðUext  NU0 Þ2 =2Lk is the state energy, Uext is an external magnetic flux, Lk is the length of the nanowire. The
ground and excited states can be related to the flux basis:
jgi ¼ sin a2 jNi þ cos a2 jN þ 1i and jei ¼ cos a2 jNi  sin a2
jN þ 1i, where the mixing angle is a ¼ arctan Es =e0 ; the
energy splitting between the ground and excited states is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DE ¼ e20 þ E2s . In the rotating wave approximation, the
effective Hamiltonian of the system resonantly driven by a
classical microwave field with amplitude nd cosðDE=hÞ is
HRWA ¼ h2X rz . Such Hamiltonian coincides with the
Hamiltonian of the flux qubit in the RWA up to the notations.2 The interaction between the PSQ and the two-mode
resonator can be described by Hamiltonian (1). We demonstrate the transmission coefficient for a real experimental
PSQ in Fig. 7. We use data which corresponds to Ref. 39.
Equations (19)–(21) are also applicable for the PSQresonator system. The doubly-dressed approach is useful
instrument for description of the quantum behavior of the
different mesoscopic systems.
6. Conclusions

We studied the evolution of the doubly-driven qubit-resonator system. We demonstrated the possibility of a large
amplification of the input signal and the ability of almost full
reflection of the probe signal in the system. The value of the
transmitted signal depends on all the system parameters, of
which the coupling coefficient g1 and the relaxation rates j
and C1;u are the most influential. The numerical simulation
of the different qubit-resonator systems with using of real
experimental parameters allows to estimate the optimal parameter range for this samples. In particular, we have found
that for both amplification and attenuation the following

FIG. 6. (a) Measured normalized transmission amplitude of a probe signal
applied at the fundamental mode frequency xr =2p ¼ 2:5 GHz, while the
qubit energy bias s and the driving amplitude Ad are varied. The latter
FIG. 7. The transmission amplitude for PSQ-resonator system at the value
is applied in the third harmonic of the resonator. The probing power
of the driving amplitude, corresponding to the maximal amplification. The
takes a value of-127 dB m. (b) Calculation results from (22). The calculadash-dot line and the solid line are plotted for Ad =h ¼ 35 GHz, and the dash
tion is carried out by splitting the bias axes in parts where the kth. resoline is plotted for Ad =h ¼ 0. Parameters for the calculations are the follownance is dominant but under consideration the energy level shift also
ing: DE=h ¼ 4:9 GHz, xr =2p ¼ 2:4 GHz, j=2p ¼ 30 kHz. Note that the
induced by the neighboring resonances. The parameters of the qubithalf-width at half-maximum of the transmission line decreases under pumpresonator system, D=h  3 GHz, g1 =2p ¼ 4 MHz, C1 =2p ¼ 0:75 MHz,
Cu =2p ¼ 30 MHz, and j=2p ¼ 22 kHz were defined by separate
ing. The dash-dot and dash lines is plotted for T ¼ 0 K, the solid line is plotexperiments.
ted for T ¼ 0.1 K.
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